ABSTRACT We design an energy and spectral efficiency evaluation framework for wireless backhaul heterogeneous networks by jointing the load balancing and interference management. Instead of achieve rate in the conventional association, the proposed load balancing strategy utilizes the effective rate with imperfect channel state information, which comprehensively considers the number of associated users, bandwidth allocated to wireless backhaul, and the achieve rate. Moreover, the proposed interference management combines the reverse time division duplexing with power optimization control. The formulated problem is a multi-objective optimization problem, maximizing the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency simultaneously. With the scalarization approach, the original problem is then converted into a single-objective optimization problem, but it is still a nonconvex problem and generally NP-hard. To deal with it, a novel global lower bound maximization algorithm is developed, which iteratively solves the convex approximated problem until convergence. Finally, the convex approximated problem can be decoupled into smaller sub-problems by the alternating direction method to develop a distributed algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms can significantly improve energy and spectral-efficient performance, and are superior to other algorithms. INDEX TERMS Energy efficiency, HetNet, load balancing, wireless backhaul, spectral efficiency, user association.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of mobile data traffic caused by multimedia devices such as smartphones and wearable computers, it is necessary to improve spectral efficiency (SE) in the face of scarce spectrum resource for increasing system capacity in the fifth generation cellular network (5G). One of the effective technique of improving SE is to enable heterogeneity network with the spectral resource reused through overlapping deployment of small cell stations, e.g., microcell, picocells, and femtocell [1] . However, it is impractical to implement massive wired backhaul in 5G dense HetNets due to the prohibitively high cost and its hard deployment in urban areas. Wireless backhaul are seen as the optimum solution to fill in the gap. On the other hand, the large increase in the number of base station (BS) in HetNets will inevitably lead to rapid rise energy cost, so that 5G must also aim to improve energy efficiency (EE). Due to different transmit power of the various BSs in 5G HetNets, the traditional user association scheme based on maximal achievable rate will cause heavy load imbalance, because most users are associated with high-power BSs and very few users can be attracted by low-power BSs [2] . This imbalance will mean that the overload BSs have insufficient resource to serve its associated users and the underload BSs waste the remain resource because of few associated users. Optimizing user association is not only beneficial to balance load among BSs but also further improve the system SE. Meanwhile, the power control is indispensable to mitigate the interference among BSs and to improve the system EE. Nevertheless, these problems are tightly coupled and influence both the system SE and EE. Therefore, joint load balancing and interference management has become one of the main goals of 5G HetNets.
in [4] studied the tradeoff between EE and SE in multi-cell HetNets with satisfying the minimum rate requirements of the users. Similar technique have been used to optimize resource allocation in D2D-enabled HetHets [5] [6] , where a new utility function was adopted. In [7] , ultra-dense networks combined with millimeter wave technology was expected to increase both EE and SE by optimizing user association and power allocation with attention to load balancing, energy harvesting by base station, and cross-interference constraints. [8] studied the tradeoff between EE and SE in massive MIMO enabled HetNets while taking into account the limited backhaul capacity constraint. Moreover, from the network spectral and energy efficiency standpoints, [9] analyzed the different deployment solutions with extreme densification levels, in which including both indoor and outdoor use scenarios.
The above studies only considered the wired backhaul, while wireless technology may be more suitable for the 5G backhaul specified performance. Reference [10] presented tractable models to capture the performance of the wireless backhaul links in terms of throughput, latency, and resilience. Wang et al. [11] maximized the sum logarithmic user rate by jointly optimizing the downlink bandwidth allocation and with cell association the wireless backhaul constraints. However, the power control and energy efficiency design were not considered. By applying full duplex transmission for wireless backhauls, Siddique et al. [12] and Tabassum et al. [13] demonstrated the potential to improve SE in massive MIMO systems. Though full duplex is a candidate technique for 5G mobile network, it still remains immature and has not been adopted in most studies. Besides, millimeter-wave (mmWave) wireless backhaul technology had been investigated by many research groups to improve EE [14] , [15] . In [14] , backhaul spectrum allocation in 60 GHz mmWave was investigated, minimizing the energy consumption by optimizing transmission scheduling and power control. In [15] , the mmWave was used for wireless backhaul to communicate small cells to the neighboring small cells, forming a multi-hop backhaul network. Nevertheless, mmWave wireless backhaul will suffer high propagation loss in high carrier frequencies. Other works, such as [16] - [18] , studied optimization problems related to resource allocation by jointly optimizing beamforming, power control, and bandwidth partitioning for both uplink and downlink transmissions with wireless backhaul. These studies, however, did not involve load balancing.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing works that investigate energy-and spectral-efficient tradeoff for in-band wireless backhaul HetNets. Motivated by such observations, this paper is to study the joint optimization problem with load balancing and interference management subject to the in-band wireless backhaul constraint to maximize both EE and SE in HetNets. The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows
• We formulate an energy and spectrum efficiency evaluation framework for in-band wireless backhaul HetNets by jointly optimizing interference management and load balancing. Contrary to the traditional associated scheme based on high achievable rate, the proposed load balancing strategy is not only related to the achievable rate of users, but comprehensively considers both of the number of associated users and the bandwidth allocated to wireless backhaul. Additionally, the interference of the framework is managed by combining reverse time-division duplex (RTDD) with power optimization control design.
• A multi-objective problem maximizing EE and SE simultaneously is formulated, and then convert it into a single-objective problem by scalarization approach to adjust dynamically important toward EE and SE. The transformed problem is still a nonconvex and NP-hard problem, so we proposed a novel global lower bound maximization algorithm based on equivalent transformations and successive convex approximation, which achieve a optimal solution by iteratively solving a series of convex subproblems of nonconvex problem.
• We further decompose the convex approximated problem into simpler sub-problems by the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) approach such that enable independent solution at each BS. The proposed distributed algorithm admits each BS to exchange few information with others and updates the relevant parameters until it converges. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. Section III formulates the optimization problem that maximize SE and EE with in-band wireless backhaul constraint and proposed a novel global bound maximization algorithm to solve it. Section IV presents a distributed algorithm to solve the convex approximated problem. Section V demonstrates the performance of our proposed algorithms via simulations. Section VI concludes the paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SPATIAL MODEL
Consider the downlink transmission of a two-tier HetNet, which consisting of one macro base station (MBS) with N antennas in macro cell, J pico BS (PBS) with single antenna in small cells and K users randomly deployed within the macro cell range, as depicted in Fig. 1 . For convenience, we denote the set of users by U = {1, . . . , K } and the set of all BSs by B 0 ≡ B {0}, where B = {1, . . . , J } is the set of PBSs and the index 0 is for the MBS. In this work, VOLUME 6, 2018 the MBS is responsible for providing in-band wireless backhaul to each PBS, and connects to core network via optical fiber link. Besides, a large scale antenna array in the MBS allows each PBS to correspond to a beamforming group, so that the interference for wireless backhaul among PBSs can be neglected. We assume that the antenna array size is significantly greater than the beamforming group G and the number of PBSs, i.e., N G and N J . 
B. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION WITH RTDD
Assume that the HetNets operators in the RTDD model, which uses reversed uplink/downlink time slot configurations in two tiers and splits the available spectrum into two parts to suit different transmissions, as shown in Fig.2 . Specifically, during a downlink time slot of the MBS, the PBSs simultaneously receive uplink signal from users associated with them. Similarly, when MBS can receives its uplink signals from its associated users and PBSs, it is an downlink time slot of the PBSs. With this interference management, the downlink transmission of PBSs can avoid interference from the MBS. In the frequency domain, the small cells share the same spectrum with macro cell. β j ∈ [0, 1] is the bandwidth allocation ratio for in-band wireless backhaul at PBS j. The remaining 1 − β j is used to serve its associated users. According to [10] , the overall downlink bandwidth resources allocated to wireless backhaul by the MBS is j∈B β j , which is part of total bandwidth resources G. Consequently, the users associated with the MBS share the remaining G − j∈B β j bandwidth resource.
C. EFFECTIVE DATA RATE MODEL
In this work, a BS can serve multiple users, but a user is allowed to associate with at most a BS. The duration of one association period is a time duration in which the fast fading averages out such that the channel model only takes into account large-scale fading. In addition, one association period is much larger than the duration of two consecutive transmission time slots. Based on that, we denote the user association variable x j,k ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.,x j,k = 1 if user k is associated with BS j and x j,k = 0 otherwise. We apply the equal bandwidth allocation among associated users in all BSs, then the allocated bandwidth of each user in PBS j and MBS are 1 − β j / k∈U x j,k and G − j∈B β j / k∈U x j,k , respectively.
Define h 0,k ∈ C N ×1 as the propagation channel from the MBS to the kth user. We assume imperfect CSI for users associated to MBS due to mobility and denoteĥ 0,k as the estimate of h 0,k , the imperfect CSI can be modeled as [19] 
where e 0,k is the channel noise that modeled as Gaussian random matrix with zero mean and variance 1/N , and τ 0,k ∈ [0, 1] indicates the channel estimation error of CSI. To mitigate the inter-user interference within a downlink beamforming groups, the MBS utilizes the regularized zero-forcing (RZF) precoding [20] that is given by u 0,k =
is channel matrix and α > 0 is regularization parameter. u 0,k satisfies the power constraint k∈U u T 0,k u 0,k v 0,k ≤ P max , where v 0,k denotes the transmit power to receiver k. With the help of RTDD system, the downlink transmissions to the users associated with the MBS are only interfered by small cells users, which is small enough to be ignored. Thereby the downlink SINR from MBS to user k is
is channel gain from MBS to user k and N 0 is the power spectral density of the noise. The corresponding effective transmission data rate is
Due to the fixed location of the PBSs in the network, MBS can estimate accurately the channels. Therefore, the capacity of the wireless backhaul downlink for PBS j is
where
h T 0,k and h 0,j are RZF precoding and the propagation channel from MBS to the PBS j, respectively, v 0,j is the transmit power from MBS to the PBS j.
As the same to the MBS, we also assume that the PBSs use imperfect CSI to serve their users, the estimated CSI matrix for the PBSs isĥ
is the propagation channel between the PBS j and users. For the PBS j, we only consider the inter-cell interference from other PBSs since each PBS applies the OFDMA technique for its downlink transmission to eliminate the intra-cell interference. Hence, the received SINR of user k associated with PBS j is
and p j,k are the channel gain and transmit power from the PBS j to the kth user, respectively. The corresponding downlink effective transmission data rate is given by
where r j,k is the achievable rate of user k from SBS j. Compared with the conventional maximal achievable rate r j,k association scheme, we design the association strategy based on the effective rate R j,k that is not only in relation to the achievable rate of users, but comprehensively consider the number of associated users and bandwidth allocated to wireless backhaul.
D. ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY MODEL
Here, we introduce the EE and SE expression for the proposed system. The power consumption of the total network is expressed as [21] 
where σ j > 0, j ∈ B 0 is the power amplifier at the transmitter during downlink transmission. p circ j represents the circuit power at each BS.
The system energy efficiency (bits/Joule) is defined as the ratio between the sum access rate and total power consumption, which can be modeled as
x j,k k∈U j∈B 0 . In the same fashion. We further define the system spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) as follows
In general, EE and SE are contradict with each other because maximizing SE is equal to maximize transmit power such that EE may become very low because of high power consumption. According to the different requirements of network transmission, we need to make different adjustments between EE and SE. During peak hours, it is important to maximize SE to meet the needs of more users. However, during off-peak hours, maximizing EE to reduce power consumption becomes even more important. Consequentially, maximizing EE or SE alone may not satisfy the dynamic network requirements, it is necessary to study the tradeoff between EE and SE.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this subsection, we propose an energy and spectral efficiency evaluation framework for in-band wireless backhaul HetNet. Our object is to maximize both EE and SE by jointly optimizing loading balance and interference management. The optimization problem is to be stated as
where (8b) indicates that each user can be associated with at most one BS at one association period. P max and p max are maximum power of the MBS and PBSs, respectively. Particularly, constraint (8c) is importance since the wireless backhaul capacity must relies on an appropriate bandwidth allocation strategy to attain sufficient rate to support the corresponding wireless access capacity or else it restrains optimal SE and EE Problem (8) is a Multi-Objective Program (MOP). As explained in [22] , we transform it into a optimization problem maximizing SE while minimizing the total power consumption.
(9b) is still a conflict multi-objective, and the most accepted method to solve it is to obtain Pareto points [23] . To achieve Pareto optimality, we employ the scalarization approach to transform the problem (9) into a single objective problem. According to the scalarization approach, we introduce a unitless parameter η, 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, to adjust the importance dynamically towards EE or SE depending on the network requirement. If peak hours present, increasing SE is more important than EE to satisfy the demand of users. On the other hand, if off-peak hours present, decreasing the total power consumption is more important than SE to increase EE of the network. When the parameter η decreases, the objective metric moves towards SE. On the contrary, that is to minimize the total power consumption if η increases to 1. The formulated single objective problem can be defined as
where S and P are the normalization factors for the SE and the consumption power, respectively. By changing η VOLUME 6, 2018 from 0 to 1. The achieved optimal solution from problem (10) is Pareto optimal for the MOP problem (8) .
Problem (10) is a mixed integer non-convex problem due to the strong coupling among all variables and the integer variable x, and is usually also an NP-hard problem. Solving it is difficult because of the nonconvex nature of both objective function (10a) and constraint (8c). (10) is also difficult owing to integer constraint (8b). To cope with this obstacle, we will first develop a global lower bound maximizing algorithm by transforming the problem into a solvable one.
B. GLOBAL LOWER BOUND MAXIMIZING ALGORITHM
To solve problem (10), we propose a novel global lower bound maximizing algorithm which combines equivalent transformations with successive convex approximation method. By utilizing the equivalent transformations, the problem (10) can be transformed into a more tractable form. Then, we apply the convex approximation to iteratively solve a series of convex optimization problems, and finally guarantee the convergence of the developed iterative algorithm.
The first step is to deal with the binary constraint (8b). For x ∈ {0, 1}, it is equivalent to x = x 2 . If x ∈ [0, 1], it is true that x ≥ x 2 . With this result, we substitute the binary variable x j,k ∈ {0, 1} , ∀j ∈ B 0 , k ∈ U in problem (10) by the continuous variable x 2 j,k , x j,k ∈ [0, 1]and add a penalty term into the objective function to ensure x j,k = x 2 j,k , which can be utilized to measure the satisfaction of binary constraints (8b). The problem (10) can be rewritten
where θ ≥ 0 is a constant penalty factor. Following [24] , if problem (10) is convex with respond to x, the penalty term
is an exact penalty function, meaning that can satisfy the binary constraint x j,k ∈ {0, 1} , ∀j ∈ B 0 , k ∈ U . In other words, with addition exact penalty function, we can obtain equal optimal solution whether use binary variable x j,k ∈ {0, 1} or the continuous variable x 2 j,k , x j,k ∈ [0, 1]. However, the problem is still non-convex, we need to further transform by following proposition.
Proposition 1:
By introducing slack variables z j,k ,t j,k ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ B 0 , k ∈ U , we can rewrite the effective rate as max x,v,p, β,z≥0, t≥0,l≥0
Proof: At appendix A. where z,t are the matrices of the newly slack variables. In fact, the right of (12d) and (12e) can be transformed into the exponential cone form that is convex by multiplying z j,k on both sides of (12d) and (12e). Nevertheless, the left sides of (12d) and (12e) are still non-concave function. We then further relax the constraints (12b) (12d) (12e) by introducing another new slack variables
q j,k k∈U j∈B . Indeed, the problem (12) and (13) are equivalent, the proof process of equivalent is briefly summarized in Appendix B.
Due to the nonconvex constraints (13b)-(13e) and (13h)-(13j), the transformed optimization problem (13) is still nonconvex. To tackle these obstacles, we are going to apply successive convex approximation to derive the convex bounds of the nonconvex term such that develop a global lower bound maximization algorithm. First, it is straightforward to see that (13e), (13i) and (13j) have the same nonconvex form, which is simply expressed as φϕ ≥ xy. Obviously, for all variables, the left and right functions of this inequality are neither convex nor concave. According to the result of [25] , we first substitute the right side of the inequality by its convex upper bound xy ≤ ψ 2 x 2 + 1 2ψ y 2 , in which ψ ≥ 0. With a given feasible point x (n) , y (n) to define ψ (n) = y (n) /x (n) , we iteratively solve the function z ≥ ψ (n) 2 x 2 + 1 2ψ (n) y 2 by updating the variable ψ (n) until converges to a limiting point satisfying KKT constraints [26] . By rewriting φϕ = (φ+ϕ) 2 −(φ−ϕ) 2 4 , the approximated convex constraint can be rewritten in the form of second-order cone form
Next, we will deal with the nonconvex constraint (13d). We rewrite this constraint as
It is obvious that (15) is nonconvex. We then employ the first-order Taylor approximation to approximate the right side of (15) around the point p
Proposition 2: By plugging the approximations (14) and (16) into their corresponding nonconvex term in (13b)-(13e) and (13h)-(13j), and given points x (n) , p (n) , z (n) , n (n) , c (n) , b (n) , the approximated convex problem (17) , shown at the bottom of this page, is a global lower bound maximization for problem (10) .
Proof: at Appendix C. Solving the mixed integer non-convex problem (13) transforms to iteratively solve its global lower bound maximization (17) . Firstly initializing a feasible point of problem (17) ,
. . by the optimal solution of convex problem (17) is improved solutions of problem (10) . We develop a global lower bound maximization joint load balancing and interference management algorithm (GLMLI) to solve the convex problem (17) in the Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The GLMLI Algorithm
Input: Select feasible initial value for
Solve convex problem (17) to find the optimal solution x * , p * , z * , n * , d * , b * , v * , β * , t * , q * ; 3: Update the SCA parameters by
Set n := n + 1; 5: until the convergence of the objective (17) Theorem 1 : In Algorithm 1, the first step is to initialize from the feasible points, then the sequence by iteratively solving (17) , finally the Algorithm 1 converges to a KKT point.
Proof: At Appendix D.
IV. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION APPROACH
In this section, we propose a distributed solution to solve (17) . In practice, the prerequisite for the availability of centralized algorithm is that a central processing station has to know the CSI knowledge of total system for obtaining optimization solution. With the increase in the number of BSs, however, the central processing station may be overwhelming or not available, each BS only acknowledge its local CSI that results in the infeasibility of centralized solution. To avoid it and reduce exchange information, a distributed algorithm enabling computation independently at each BS with the minimal information exchange should be adopted. Nevertheless, due to integer variable x and the constraints (17d), Problem (17) cannot be directly decomposed into each BS to solve. Specifically, the inter-cell interference terms and the user association variables couple corresponding information of all BS in the system so that them have to be decoupled appropriately.
We first decouple the interference term into each BS. Following an approach similar to the one presented in [27] , we express the total interference caused by SBS j into two parts, one is generated by the other SBSs to BS j, and the other is caused by BS j to the other SBSs, we impose
Particularly, it is enough to enforce the two copies to be equal
Next, we decouple the user association indicators into each BS by introducing local copies of the global variable. Each local variable can be considered as the preference of each BS about the association of users. Let us denotex j = x j,k k∈U as the local copy set of x at BS j. Similarlŷ
By means of the local vectors I j andx j , all the constraints can be handled locally at MBS and each SBS, which can be defined in the set (22) and (23), respectively, as shown at the bottom of this page, where
represents the set of the local variables at MBS and SBS j, respectively. For notations convenience, we denote the s = s j j∈B 0 . From the step above, problem (17) can be equivalently rewritten as
Now, the reformulation (24) of (17) applies to the application of ADMM to find a distributed solution. Specially, the Lagrangian function of (24) is
whereĪ = Ī j j∈B , δ is the penalty parameter and ψ = ψ j j∈B , ζ = ζ j j∈B 0 are the corresponding Lagrange multiplier matrices for constraints (24c) and (24d), respectively. As explained in [28] , the general idea of the ADMM is to decompose a difficult problem into a series of sub-problems which is simple to solve, and then coordinate these solutions to find the solution of the original problem. In other words, we map all variables and constraints into each BS as local variables, update them by fixing the other variables, and coordinate these local solutions to alternatively update global variables and Lagrange multiplies until obtain the optimum of original problem.
Next, according to the idea of the ADMM, we detail the variable update at iteration to solve (25) . Firstly, the local variables s are decomposed into the one macro cell and multiple small cells. At this point, by fixing variable β j j∈B , the macro cell sub-problem can be written as
the jth small cell sub-problem can be written as max
We remark that (26) and (27) are convex programs, and the optimal solution s * can be derived by the powerful primal-dual interior-point method [29] .
We turn our attention to update the global variablesĪ and x. Based on the augmented Lagrangian function, these can be separated as
Since the equations (28) and (29) are unconstrained quadratic programming with responding to the involved variables, the closed solution can be derived as [30] 
Algorithm 2 Distributed GLMLI Algorithm
The jth SBS updates s The jth SBS receives
by (29);
The MBS receives β j j∈B and updates s The MBS receives β j j∈B and updates s Update x (m+1) by exchangingx (m+1) among BSs Update Lagrange multipliers ψ (m+1) and ζ (m+1) according to (32) and (33), respectively. Update the SCA parameters by
Set n := n + 1; 13: until the SCA converges
where ψ 
Since Lagrangian multipliers correspond to all BSs after updating global variables, the update function (32) and (33) can be implemented at each BS without extra obtained information.
Based on the discussed above, the proposed distributed algorithm via ADMM is described in Algorithm 2.
Remark 1: Algorithm 2 converges to the centralized optimal solution. According to Theorem 1, assume that problem (8) is feasible means that is nonempty and problem (24) is feasible. Obviously, (8d), (8e) and (8h) hold strictly inequality such that problem (24) hold strong duality based on Slater's condition. Consequently, the Lagrangian of (24) has a saddle point, and the further convergence proof of Algorithm 2 follows the appendix A of [31] .
Complexity Analysis: We analyze the complexity of the Algorithm 1 and 2 respectively. The problem (17) is a nonlinear convex because of its nonlinear constraints (17b)-(17h). Following the result of [32] , the complexity of centralized Algorithm 1 is
Since the problem (24) is decoupled to solve at the MBS and each PBS, the complexity of Algorithm 2 depends on solving the problem (26) and (27) . Thus, the cost of solving problem (26) is O J 3 N 3 + K 3 N 3 and that of solving problem (27) is O K 3 .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulations, we consider a two-tiers HetNet, where one MBS is at the center of its cell range, four PBSs are symmetrically placed within the range of MBS, and K = 30 users are randomly and uniformly placed in the cell. The system model is shown in Fig.3 . The pathloss between the MBS and its receives, and between PBSs and their users are modeled as 128.1 + 37.6log 10 d(km), 127 + 30log 10 d(km), respectively. Table 1 contains the other simulation parameters. Noted we use the solver SNOPT [33] with modeling language YALMIP [34] to solve all the nonlinear convex programs in the paper. We first evaluate the convergence property of the proposed Algorithm 1 and 2 with η = 0.1, 0.4. In Fig.4 , we observe that the objective functions of Algorithm 1 and 2 finally converge to the same value. Compared to Algorithm 1 with few iterative iterations at the same initial point, distributed Algorithm 2 requires approximately 40 iterations to obtain the optimal solution. That is because the distributed Algorithm 2 solves independently the optimization problem at each BS with the minimal information exchange. This process decreases the overhead in terms of the CSI exchanges, but also raises the number of iteration.
By adjusting the tradeoff parameter η from 0 to 1, Fig.5 presents the Pareto optimal points between EE and SE for different maximum transmit power constraints. For η = 0, P max = 45dBm has the largest SE value whereas P max = 40dBm has the smallest SE value. All of SE curves reduce to the minimum value as η raises to 1. On the other hand, with η changing from 0 to 0.6, all of the EE curves are increasing to the maximum. This is because the decrease rate in total power consumption is greater than that in system rate, resulting in the improvement of EE. However, contrary to SE, the larger the P max value, the smaller the EE value, it means that increasing P max do not improve the performance of EE. Then, all of the EE curves decline from the maximum to the minimum as η changes from 0.6 to 1. The results shown in Fig. 5 are used as a guide to choose the value of both η and P max to predetermine SE and EE performance. For instance, when in the peak time, we can choose the η = 0 and P max = 45dBm to increase SE, or choose the η = 0.5 and P max = 40dBm to improve EE in the off-peak time. For SE, when η = 0, the same maximum value means the p circ 0 fail to effect the performance of SE. However, the values of SE reduce to minimum as η increases from 0.1 to 1. The result of shown in Fig.6 present that we enable to improve the system SE by increasing the circuitry power consumption cost to the transmit data, but the corresponding result is also reduce the EE.
We will compare the proposed algorithm with others. The former includes the proposed Algorithm 1 and it with fixed bandwidth allocation. The latter includes maximal SINR (max-SINR) and the existed algorithm in [8] . Noted that we apply the algorithm in [8] by simple change and eliminate the minimal rate of user constraint. Fig. 7 investigates loading capacity of small cells for the different association strategies. For the max-SINR, most users are associated with MBS according to the signal strength. Thus, the max-SINR is not the offloading strategy. In contrary, the other association strategies enable balancing the network loads so that more users associated with PBSs than the max-SINR. Furthermore, the loading capacity of the Algorithm 1 is higher than it with fixed β j . This can be explained that the PBSs are more easily overloaded with fixed β j such that the PBSs shrink their cell size and serve fewer users to meet the fixed backhaul capacity. The result is evidently that the proposed Algorithm 1 achieves the highest load balancing level comparison with other algorithms. Fig. 8 presents the EE and SE tradeoff performance by comparing with different algorithms. For all of algorithms, the system EE first increase to their maximum values with the increase of η, and then decrease to the minimum values. It is obvious that the EE performance of the proposed Algorithm 1 is superior over the others, and the max-SINR algorithm has the worst performance. Besides, the EE performance of the Algorithm 1 is better than that of it with fixed β j because it has an extra dimension of bandwidth allocation to optimize to further enhance the EE performance. Furthermore, for the given η, the Algorithm 1 can significantly improve the system SE in comparison with the others. Finally, the impact of the different channel estimation error on the tradeoff between EE and SE is shown at Fig. 9 . We observe that the performance of both EE and SE in the imperfect CSI are lower than that in the perfect CSI. The reason is that the performance of obtained optimization solution with the imperfect CSI becomes worse.
A. CONCLUSION
This paper jointed load balancing and interference management to propose an energy-and spectral-efficient evaluation framework for a two-tiers HetNets using wireless backhaul. Unlike the conventional association scheme, the proposed load balancing not only involved the achieve rate, but also comprehensively considered the number of associated users and the bandwidth allocated to wireless backhaul. We combined the RTDD system with power optimization control for interference management. Based on the proposed scheme, we formulated a multi-objective optimization problem maximizing both SE and EE. A novel global lower bound maximizing algorithm to iteratively approximate the original nonconvex problem into a convex one. Compared with 'max-SINR' and exist algorithm in [8] , the proposed algorithm significantly improved the performance of the EE-SE tradeoff and load balancing gain, which proves its efficiency. Meanwhile, a distributed algorithm is proposed to decouple the approximated convex problem into smaller subproblems, in which each BS solve their own subproblem with local CSI. Simulation results have shown that the distributed algorithm enable convergence to the same optimal solution as that of the proposed centralized algorithm.
APPENDIX A
The equivalence between (11) and (12) is justified as follows. All the constraints in (12d)-(12g) are active at the optimum v * ,p * ,x * ,β * ,z * ,t * . This can be proved by contradiction. Suppose the constraints for some users in (12d)-(12g) are inactive. Let us definet j,k = ηt j,k andz j,k = ηz j,k , where η is a positive scaling factor. Since the constraints (12d)-(12g) are inactive, we can choose η > 1 such that the constraints (12d)-(12g) and are still met if we replace z j,k , t j,k by z j,k ,t j,k . However, such a substitution results in a larger objective becauset j,k > t j,k for η > 1, which contradicts the assumption of having an optimal solution. Thus, we conclude that all constraints (12d)-(12g) in occur at equalities at optimality.
APPENDIX B
The equivalence between (12) and (13) can also be proved by contradiction. Without loss of generality, assuming that the optimum solution v * ,p * ,x * ,β * ,z * ,t * ,d * ,b * ,n * ,q * , and the constraints (13b)-(13g) are inactive. Let us defineñ j,k = ηn j,k ,b j,k = ηb j,k , where η < 1 such that the constraints (13b)-(13g) and are still met if we replace n j,k , b j,k by ñ j,k ,b j,k . However, such a substitution results in a larger objective becauseb j,k < b j,k . This contradicts the optimality assumption.
APPENDIX C
Firstly, the slack variable t = t j,k k∈U j∈B 0 is the lower bound of the effective rate as follows
Secondly, since x 2 j,k − x j,k is a convex quadratic function, it admits its first order approximation at point x (n) j,k as a lower bound x
